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1 INTRODUCTION
Given the intractability of endowing robots with a fully-
specified task models that performs under all scenarios, it is
useful for robots to learn from humans in the environment. If
the robot’s task model conforms with people’s intuitions of
task decomposition, the robot’s behavior will be more readily
understandable and aid in the update of the robot’s task mod-
els. While much work has been conducted in automatically
deriving task decompositions from demonstrations [3, 4, 6],
it is unclear how the resultant primitives match to naive
users’ segmentation of the task. Alternatively, one could ex-
plicitly construct the task model to abide to people’s task
decompositions. [5] presents one such approach that not only
discovers primitives in human-provided demonstrations but
are given semantic meaning through the demonstrations’
accompanying narration. Active learning is also utilized to
construct a hierarchical task network that encodes the task
structure in an intuitive manner.
These techniques typically require providing trajectory

demonstrations which are known to be difficult to produce
and are often noisy [2]. Keyframe demonstrations provide
a simpler interaction schema that allow even naive users to
teach a robot to perform simple tasks [1]. While keyframe
demonstrations produce trajectories that can be used as input
to these methods, keyframes directly highlight important
parts of the task. We look to exploit this structure in the
learning of task decompositions for the construction of gen-
eralizable primitives and taskmodels, and thus conduct a user
study to investigate the relationship between user-provided
keyframe demonstrations and their task decompositions.

2 USER STUDY
We conducted a user study where participants taught a robot
to perform four manipulation tasks, and segmented the task.

Hardware Setup:We used the robot shown in Figure 1.
The robot has a Kinova Jaco2 7 degree-of-freedom (DOF)
arm with a Robotiq gripper. It has a Kinect2 mounted on a
pan-tilt unit that captures the ergocentric view of the scene.
We also recorded interactions with the robot separately with

Figure 1: User providing keyframe demonstration

a camera that could view the interaction from a third person
view point. Users interact with the robot using kinesthetic
teaching, where participants show the robot how to complete
tasks by physically guiding them through the motion. This
can be seen in Figure 1, where a participant is physically
moving the robot arm to scoop beans from a bowl.

Tasks and Setup: We selected four different tasks that
participants taught the robot how to perform: opening a
drawer, turning on a lamp, pouring from a closed pitcher,
and scooping beans from one bowl to another bowl. We se-
lected tasks of varying difficulty and grouped them into two
categories: simple and difficult. The simple tasks included the
drawer and lamp task, while the difficult tasks included pour-
ing and scooping. For each task, the user provided keyframe
demonstrations using kinethetic teaching. At the start of the
study, participants completed a tutorial to familiarize them
with kinesthetic teaching. This consisted of moving the arm
to preset configurations followed by manipulating the arm
to produce a hand waving gesture and drawing a tight circle.

During the study, users always performed the simple tasks
first. The first task served as practice, while the remaining
tasks (one simple, one difficult) were counterbalanced among
the participants. This was done to control for the difficulty
of the task and learning effects. The practice demonstrations
from the first task are not included in the analysis.

Study Design In this study, we use the demonstrations
provided by the participants to generate a trajectory the



Figure 2: Timeline of keyframes and user-provided segmentation points for the scooping task. Note that many of the segmen-
tation points occur near keyframes.

robot executes to perform the task. The execution is recorded
in the third-person view. After each task, users completed
a survey that asked them to “Think about how you would
divide the task into steps in order to teach a child to complete
the task.” Once the participant provided the number of steps,
they were then asked to “Provide a description of each step
that highlights its important attributes. Please describe the
sensor modality(ies) (e.g. forces, sounds, lighting, etc.) to pay
attention to during each step.”
The users were than asked to “Provide the start and end

timestamps of each step for demo x.”, with the constraint that
the timestamps of adjacent steps should be contiguous. The
users accomplished this by viewing the previously recorded
third-person view of the executions of the demonstrations.
The users were allowed to changed the number of steps as
they went through the survey. After all tasks were completed,
a final survey was administered that queried the participants
on the strategies they employed while teaching the robot
and while segmenting the task.

3 RESULTS
The participants of the study consisted of 21 undergradu-
ate and graduate students from the University of Texas at
Austin with no prior experience giving demonstrations on
the robot arm. On average, each participant provided two
successful demonstrations of the simple tasks and one suc-
cessful demonstration of the difficult tasks. Participants on
average provided more keyframes than task segmentation
points across all tasks. For the simple tasks, users gave an
average of 7 keyframes while providing an average of 5 seg-
mentation points. The difference was more pronounced in
the difficult tasks, with an average of 19 keyframes and 9
segmentation points for the pouring task and an average of
16 keyframes and 7 segmentation points for scooping.

Looking at the temporal placement of the keyframes and
segmentation points across all tasks, we find that the seg-
mentation points are sometimes found near keyframes. This

is most prevalent in the difficult tasks. For example, Figure
2 shows the timeline of keyframe and segmentation points
across different demonstrations of the scooping task. In order
to compare the relative alignment between the keyframes
and segmentation points, we removed keyframes such that
the sum of intersection over union (IoU) between the corre-
sponding segments of the keyframe sequence and segmen-
tation point sequences was maximized. The average IoU of
for each task was 0.54, 0.56, 0.66, 0.73 for the drawer, lamp,
pitcher, and bowl tasks respectively. These scores roughly
correspond to the relative difficulty of the tasks.

4 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
Keyframe demonstrations provide an intuitive interface for
teaching robots to perform tasks. Scaling this demonstration
technique to more complex tasks will require abstracting
sequences of keyframes into composable primitives. Ideally,
these primitives should adhere to people’s intuitions of task
decompositions and produce readily understandable behav-
ior, which aids in the update of the model. Moving towards
such a goal requires gaining an understanding of the relation
between people’s task decomposition, provided keyframe
demonstrations, and the sensory information during execu-
tion. The user study presented in this work provides a rich
dataset for the exploration in this domain.

The above results hint at the possibility of different keyframe
types. The close proximity of certain keyframes to task seg-
mentation points might speak to role of those keyframes in
determining the boundaries between primitives or to their
importance towards the successful execution of the task.
Other keyframes could in turn play different roles. In future
work, we will explore the use of the multiple information
channels collected in this user study to identify different
keyframe types and compose them to learn re-usable primi-
tives.
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